Ku antigen interacts with abasic sites.
One of the most abundant lesions in DNA is the abasic (AP) sites arising spontaneously or as an intermediate in base excision repair. Certain proteins participating in the processing of these lesions form a Schiff base with the deoxyribose of the AP site. This intermediate can be stabilized by NaBH(4) treatment. By this method, DNA duplexes with AP sites were used to trap proteins in cell extracts. In HeLa cell extract, along with a prevalent trap product with an apparent molecular mass of 95 kDa, less intensive low-molecular-weight products were observed. The major one was identified as the p80-subunit of Ku antigen (Ku). Ku antigen, a DNA binding component of DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK), participates in double-stranded break repair and is responsible for the resistance of cells to ionizing radiation. The specificity of Ku interaction with AP sites was proven by more efficient competition of DNA duplexes with an analogue of abasic site than non-AP DNA. Ku80 was cross-linked to AP DNAs with different efficiencies depending on the size and position of strand interruptions opposite to AP sites. Ku antigen as a part of DNA-PK was shown to inhibit AP site cleavage by apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease 1.